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Abstract. Conservation actions often focus on restoration or creation of natural areas
designed to facilitate the movements of organisms among populations. To be efﬁcient, these
actions need to be based on reliable estimates or predictions of landscape connectivity. While
circuit theory and least-cost paths (LCPs) are increasingly being used to estimate connectivity,
these methods also have proven limitations. We compared their performance in predicting
genetic connectivity with that of an alternative approach based on a simple, individual-based
‘‘stochastic movement simulator’’ (SMS). SMS predicts dispersal of organisms using the same
landscape representation as LCPs and circuit theory-based estimates (i.e., a cost surface),
while relaxing key LCP assumptions, namely individual omniscience of the landscape (by
incorporating perceptual range) and the optimality of individual movements (by including
stochasticity in simulated movements). The performance of the three estimators was assessed
by the degree to which they correlated with genetic estimates of connectivity in two species
with contrasting movement abilities (Cabanis’s Greenbul, an Afrotropical forest bird species,
and natterjack toad, an amphibian restricted to European sandy and heathland areas). For
both species, the correlation between dispersal model and genetic data was substantially higher
when SMS was used. Importantly, the results also demonstrate that the improvement gained
by using SMS is robust both to variation in spatial resolution of the landscape and to
uncertainty in the perceptual range model parameter. Integration of this individual-based
approach with other developing methods in the ﬁeld of connectivity research, such as graph
theory, can yield rapid progress towards more robust connectivity indices and more effective
recommendations for land management.
Key words: Cabanis’s Greenbul; circuit theory; dispersal; Epidalea calamita; individual-based models;
landscape genetics; least-cost paths; natterjack toad; Phyllastrephus cabanisi.

INTRODUCTION
The interplay between individual movement abilities
(motivation, cognition, and motion capacities) and
landscape properties (composition, conﬁguration) determines to what extent habitat patches are functionally
connected by animal dispersal (Taylor et al. 1993,
Tischendorf and Fahrig 2000, Moilanen and Hanski
2001). Connectivity is a key determinant of movementbased processes and an important driver of spatial
population dynamics (Wiens 2001), genetic structure
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and genetic diversity (e.g., Keyghobadi 2007), and
ultimately species distributions. In the current context
of rapid ongoing land use and climate change, connectivity has become an increasingly important factor in the
persistence of species and the conservation of global
biodiversity. First, habitat loss and fragmentation result
in smaller, spatially segregated populations vulnerable
to environmental, demographic, and genetic stochasticity, and inbreeding. Their probability of persistence is
hence strongly dependent on sufﬁcient inter-patch
movements (e.g., Hanski and Gilpin 1991, Hanski
1998, Fahrig 2003). Second, in the face of climate
change, the fate of species may often depend on their
ability to track favorable environmental conditions in
space and time (Hannah 2011, Hodgson et al. 2012,
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Travis et al. 2013), and habitat connectivity can play a
key role in determining potential for range shifts
(Opdam and Wascher 2004). Thus, understanding and
mitigating the consequences of global changes on species
persistence requires that we are able to estimate
landscape connectivity accurately.
Connectivity estimators should reﬂect the actual
relative numbers of movements among areas of interest
(e.g., habitat patches) in a landscape, and, ideally,
identify spatially the areas most frequently used for
movements. To be reliable, they must represent not only
the physical characteristics of landscapes (i.e., presence
and conﬁguration of the landscape elements), but also
the effects of those characteristics on movement
behavior of individuals (Taylor et al. 1993, Baguette et
al. 2013). Currently, one of the most commonly used
connectivity estimators is the least-cost path (LCP),
which is based on a landscape grid where each landscape
element is represented by a value reﬂecting the
hypothesized cost of moving through it. The least costly
route between predeﬁned locations in the landscape
(e.g., habitat patches or populations) is calculated, from
which a measure (length or cumulative cost) of
connectivity is derived (Adriaensen et al. 2003). The
assignment of cost values to landscape elements apart,
LCPs are easily calculated using a standard geographic
information system or freely available statistical packages, which explains their popularity among researchers
and land managers. However, the LCP approach
implicitly assumes that individuals have perfect knowledge of the entire landscape (i.e., individual omniscience), allowing them to follow the optimal (i.e., least
costly) route between any two locations. While LCPs
may be better estimates of connectivity than simple
structural connectivity estimates such as Euclidean
distance, the additional variation explained is often
low (e.g., Coulon et al. 2004, Stevens et al. 2006b).
Other connectivity metrics include those based on
circuit theory, which make an analogy between individual movements in a spatial graph (where habitat patches
are represented as nodes, and the movements among
them as links) and the ﬂux of electrons in an electric
circuit (McRae and Beier 2007, McRae et al. 2008). This
approach has the advantage of accounting for the
presence of several possible pathways among patches
(and not only one optimal path, as with LCPs).
However, it is not based on behaviorally realistic
movement rules. Realistic movement rules can be
integrated through the use of individual-based models,
which simulate multiple individual movements between
patches within a landscape, and hence derive a
connectivity estimate (Kool et al. 2013). A drawback
of such models is that they usually require setting a large
number of parameters, which impedes their use for
many species for which detailed movement knowledge is
lacking (Kool et al. 2013). One exception, though, is the
‘‘stochastic movement simulator’’ (SMS) (Palmer et al.
2011). This spatially explicit model simulates paths as a
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series of sequential movement decisions, which are
functions of available landscape information within an
individual’s perceptual range. SMS uses the same
landscape grid as LCP and circuit-based approaches,
but, as movement paths are determined at the scale of a
speciﬁed perceptual range (rather than at a landscape
scale), they may not represent optimum routes between
locations. SMS hence relaxes the assumption of individual omniscience, at the cost of two additional
necessary parameters, one to control the degree of
correlation in simulated movements (directional persistence), and one describing the distance at which animals
can detect and respond to landscape properties (perceptual range). Additional parameters can (and sometimes may have to be added to) account for important
biological characteristics of the species considered.
Here, we compared the performance of four connectivity estimates: (1) a simple measure of structural
connectivity (Euclidean distances, i.e., the straight-line
distances among locations), (2) the widely used LCP
cumulative costs, (3) cumulative pairwise resistance
distances (an estimate derived from circuit theory), and
(4) pairwise dispersal rates simulated with SMS. The
strength of the correlation between each and a genetic
estimate of connectivity was taken as the indication of
their relative performances. This comparison was
conducted for two case study species in which dispersal
had already been demonstrated to be affected by
landscape structure (Stevens et al. 2006b, Aben et al.
2014). For both species, cost data of exceptional quality
(based on objective assessments of the relative preference of the different types of landscape elements after
experimental releases) and genetic data were already
available. Moreover, the two study species, i.e., the
Cabanis’s Greenbul (Phyllastrephus cabanisi ), a tropical
forest bird, and the natterjack toad (Epidalea calamita),
a temperate amphibian, present examples of contrasting
movement abilities. Our analyses showed that SMS
substantially outperforms the other three estimates, and
that the improvement gained with SMS is robust to
variation in spatial resolution and to uncertainty in the
perceptual range.
METHODS
Study species and areas
The Cabanis’s Greenbul is a medium-sized, insectivorous passerine that inhabits central- to east-African
moist forests (Keith et al. 1992). For this species, we
quantiﬁed connectivity between four populations, each
conﬁned to cloud forest fragments located on a single
mountain isolate of the Taita Hills in southeast Kenya
(Appendix A). The landscape between forest fragments
is a ﬁne-grained mosaic of human settlements, terraced
plots designed by smallholder farmers, tiny patches of
indigenous forest, and exotic plantations (Pellikka et al.
2009). The species is relatively common within the four
forest remnants, and capture–mark–recapture studies
(since 1996) revealed that individuals can move between
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any of the remnant patches (across a maximum pairwise
distance of 1170 m). But at the same time, the Greenbul
has been shown to be sensitive to the effects of forest
fragmentation, exhibiting inhibition of movements
through the matrix (Aben et al. 2012) and associated
considerable genetic population differentiation among
populations in the largest fragments (Callens et al.
2011).
The natterjack toad is a medium-sized terrestrial
amphibian that breeds across western Europe in
ephemeral ponds surrounded by open vegetation or
bare ground (Beebee 1983). We used published information on gene ﬂow among four toad populations
inhabiting a Belgian agricultural landscape predominantly consisting of ﬁelds, pastures, and small villages
interspersed with forest fragments (Appendix B) (Stevens et al. 2006b). In the study area, toad reproduction is
mainly restricted to ephemeral ponds in artiﬁcial
habitats such as former gravel pits, where small, mostly
temporary ponds are used for breeding. Gene ﬂow in
this species is predominantly driven by dispersal of
toadlets. The four populations are separated by .2 km,
each population using one or several ponds. Gene ﬂow
analyses revealed that dispersal among the four populations is rare (a range of 0.03 to 0.88 immigrant toads
per generation), asymmetrical, and affected by landscape structure (Stevens et al. 2006b).
The cost surface
Greenbul.—The cost surface was built upon land
cover information presented in Aben et al. (2012), which
was based on aerial photographs (at a resolution of 0.5
m) and converted into a map classiﬁed into seven land
cover types (Appendix A). This map was converted to a
raster grid at a 5-m cell size, in which roads were omitted
(by replacing this landscape feature with the bordering
land cover type; roads were shown to be of minor
importance in step selection of translocated birds [Aben
et al. 2012]). We hypothesized that landscape effects on
connectivity are driven by nonrandom selection of
landscape elements in the matrix. Cost values reﬂecting
those preferences were based upon empirically measured
effects of each type of landscape element on movement
behavior of the Greenbul: movements of translocated
individuals were recorded and step selection functions
were used to assess the effects of landscape elements on
step selection (see Aben et al. 2012). Aben et al. (2012)
assessed the relative effect on movement behavior of all
types of landscape elements present in the study, except
for the category ‘‘bush,’’ because the Aben et al. (2012)
model did not converge when all types of landscape
elements were considered simultaneously. Here, to
obtain an estimate of the relative effect of bush on bird
movement decisions, we calculated coefﬁcients for this
element by running an alternative model where we
added the category ‘‘bush’’ and removed ‘‘exotic
plantation.’’ The model coefﬁcients obtained for each
type of landscape element were subsequently used to
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calculate their preference values, whereby indigenous
forest was assigned a value of 1 while the other types of
landscape elements were assigned a preference value
according to differences in their model coefﬁcients
relative to indigenous forest (Appendix A). Built-up
areas were assigned a value 100 times that of ﬁeld, as this
landscape element was regarded to represent an absolute
barrier to bird movement.
Toads.—The cost surface was derived from Stevens et
al. (2006b) and based upon a ﬁne-scale land cover map
of the study area classiﬁed into eight land cover types
(Appendix B). This map was converted to a raster grid
at a 3-m cell size. As for Greenbuls, we hypothesized
that landscape effects on connectivity are driven by
nonrandom selection of landscape elements (i.e., preference) (Stevens et al. 2006a). Cost values reﬂecting
those preferences were derived from experimental
releases of toadlets: individuals were released in a Yshaped experimental arena in which the two branches of
the Y mimicked two different types of landscape
element. Preference values were determined as the
relative permeability of boundaries between the different
types of landscape elements (¼100  mean (over the
different types of landscape elements) percentage of
toadlets that enter a landscape element when starting in
another one) (Stevens et al. 2006a). Built-up areas were
considered absolute barriers, and rivers and ponds were
assigned intermediate values (Stevens et al. 2006b).
Euclidean distance, LCP, and Circuitscape estimates
Euclidean distances were estimated as the shortest
forest fragment-to-forest fragment distance for Greenbuls (considered more adequate than centroid-to-centroid distances because forest fragments greatly vary in
size). They were estimated as the distances between the
centroids of breeding sites for toads.
Least-cost paths (again, from forest edge to forest
edge for Greenbuls, and between centroids of toad
breeding sites) were calculated in ArcGIS 10.0 (Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, California, USA), and the cumulative cost of each path (i.e.,
the ‘‘cost distance’’) was used as an estimate of pairwise
patch connectivity.
Finally, connectivity estimates based on circuit theory
were calculated with Circuitscape (McRae et al. 2013).
Pairwise resistance distances between habitat patches
were calculated using the pairwise mode, with each cell
connected to its eight neighbors.
SMS estimates
SMS (Palmer et al. 2011) models the paths followed
by virtual individuals depending on the distribution of
cost values within an individual’s perceptual range, how
these costs are assessed (how they are averaged within
the perceptual range, i.e., as an arithmetic or harmonic
mean), and on the speciﬁed degree of directional
persistence, i.e., the tendency to follow a correlated
path (Zollner and Lima 1999). (Note that Palmer et al.
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[2011] referred to this SMS parameter as ‘‘directional
bias,’’ but ‘‘directional persistence’’ (DP) is a more
accurate term, as it does not imply the inﬂuence of any
ﬁxed location or direction implied by ‘‘bias’’). Illustrations of the effects of the different parameters on path
shapes can be found in Palmer et al. (2011). For each
simulation, the number of individuals arriving in each of
the non-source patches was recorded and taken as a
unidirectional pairwise estimate of between-patch connectivity (i.e., SMS connectivity estimates are asymmetrical: the connectivity from patch A to B is different
from the connectivity from patch B to A). In this study,
the same basic model was used for both species, but
certain adjustments were made to account for speciesspeciﬁc biology, as explained below and summarized in
Appendix C. The code of the SMS model used for
Greenbuls and toads is provided in Supplements 1 and
2, respectively.
Greenbuls.—To account for the fact that both
theoretical studies (Zollner and Lima 1999, Bartoń et
al. 2012) and empirical observations (Delgado et al.
2009a) have shown that dispersing individuals follow
highly correlated paths at scales exceeding those of
individual steps, the original SMS (as published in
Palmer et al. [2011]) was extended with a ‘‘dispersal
bias’’ parameter, which was used to control the degree of
an individual’s effective displacement relative to its natal
patch. In addition, to prevent a sharp turn corresponding to a single cell completely changing an animal’s
direction, the current direction was determined over a
number of previous steps (controlled by memory size)
rather than just the single previous step. Thus,
individuals having large memory size (such as birds)
are more likely to resume their original movement
direction after a temporary change in direction (Aben et
al. 2014). Based on a congruence assessment of SMS
simulations with actual movement paths of homing
Greenbuls in the same study landscape (Aben et al.
2014), we selected the following combination of SMS
parameters and settings: harmonic mean method,
perceptual range ¼ 25 m, directional persistence ¼ 2.0,
memory size ¼ 2, number of steps allowed ¼ 2 million.
As dispersal bias was not used in Aben et al. (2014), we
ran SMS simulations for dispersal bias ¼ 1.02, 1.04, 1.06,
1.08, 1.1, 1.14, and 1.18. Virtual dispersers (10 000) were
released from the centroid of each fragment (the source
patches). Landscape boundaries were totally reﬂective.
Toads.—Initially, we ﬁxed perceptual range at 30 m
(i.e., 10 cells; based on ﬁeld observations) and used the
harmonic mean method for calculating the effective costs
within the perceptual range. The directional persistence
parameter was varied systematically between 2.0 and 16.0
in steps of 2.0. For each value of directional persistence,
10 000 virtual dispersers were released from each of the
four breeding populations and allowed to move until they
recruited into a site (including the natal site), emigrated
from the landscape (its boundaries were partially
absorbing, depending on the strength of the DP : boun-
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dary absorbance increased with increasing DP) or
exceeded the maximum number of 500 000 permitted
steps. To simulate the presumed attraction of dispersing
toads to adult males calling from breeding ponds during
the breeding season, we deﬁned a 1-km buffer around
each breeding site (Appendix B), and assumed that
juveniles could recruit into a site only during a temporal
‘‘recruitment window’’ of ;5–6 weeks (M. Baguette and
V. M. Stevens, personal ﬁeld observations). Speciﬁcally,
we allowed each juvenile to move for 90 000 steps with the
window closed, and then opened the window for 10 000
steps (to represent 10% of the year). If the individual was
within a buffer zone when the window opened, or moved
into one during an open window, then an additional
behavior was applied to the movement algorithm by
which the path was biased towards the centroid of the site
within the buffer zone. This ‘‘goal bias’’ parameter
worked in a similar way to the directional persistence
parameter, but was given a strongly inﬂuential ﬁxed value
of 5.0, which made it highly probable that the individual
would move in an almost straight path to the breeding
site and recruit there. However, if the window closed
before the site was reached, the goal bias was switched off
and recruitment was not permitted until the next window
opened after a further 90 000 steps. Five recruitment
cycles were applied, and hence the maximum number of
permitted steps was 500 000 (although in practice, most
individuals either recruited during the ﬁrst window or
emigrated from the landscape).
In order to assess the effect of this assumption of
auditory attraction to breeding sites during the recruitment window, we also ran SMS without the 1-km buffer
zones. In those simulations, no recruitment window was
applied; any juvenile toad whose path entered a breeding
site (except its natal site) at any time up to the maximum
permitted, recruited to that site. Finally, we inferred the
sensitivity of SMS estimates of functional connectivity
(using the toad data) to (1) the spatial resolution at
which the landscape was gridded and (2) the presumed
size of perceptual range. For (1), we created additional
rasters with cell sizes of 6 m, 10 m, 15 m, and 30 m, and
ran SMS as above on these landscapes. Perceptual range
remained ﬁxed at 30 m, directional persistence values
were reduced as cell size was increased to allow for
reduced autocorrelation at larger spatial resolution, and
the lengths of the closed and open recruitment windows
were reduced in proportion to the increasing length of a
single movement step. LCP and Circuitscape connectivities were also recalculated for these landscapes. For (2),
we ran SMS for the broadest set of perceptual ranges
allowing reasonable computation times: 9, 18, 24, 30, 36,
and 42 m; directional persistence was ﬁxed at 10.0 (the
optimum value for a cell size of 3 m when perceptual
range was 30 m).
Genetic estimates of connectivity
Pairwise directional genetic estimates of connectivity
were inferred through the estimation of the number of
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FIG. 1. Mantel correlation coefﬁcients reﬂecting the predictive accuracy of Euclidean distance,
the least-cost path (LCP), Circuitscape resistance
distance, and the stochastic movement simulator
(SMS) in describing migration rates among
populations of Cabanis’s Greenbul. Correlations
were obtained for cost surfaces based on relative
habitat preference, gridded at a spatial resolution
of 5 m. For SMS, correlations were obtained for
different values of the dispersal bias parameter
and assuming a perceptual range of 25 m and a
directional persistence of 2.0.

migrants per generation, as inferred from genetic
samples.
Greenbuls.—We estimated migration rates based on
variation at 10 microsatellite loci (see Callens et al.
[2011] for details on the markers used). The genotyping
procedure and the analyses performed to check genotype quality are described in Appendix D. We took
advantage of our multi-year sampling scheme to use the
program MLNE 2.3 (Wang and Whitlock 2003), which
estimates migration between populations according to
changes in allelic composition over a given time frame.
In our case, two random subsets of genotypes were
drawn from samples either taken between 1996 and 2000
(n ¼ 65 for CH, 14 for FU, 18 for ND, and 65 for NG;
Appendix A) or between 2006 and 2010 (n ¼ 55 for CH,
24 for FU, 16 for ND, and 54 for NG). Genetic samples
were hence separated by a period of six years, which we
assumed to correspond to one generation for Greenbuls.
We ran open models in which we set each of the
populations in the system as the source population,
calculating pseudo-maximum-likelihood immigration
rates (m) and effective population sizes (Ne) for all focal
populations, assuming a single generation interval
between both time periods. Finally, the Ne estimates
from the open models were multiplied by the obtained
immigration rates (m) to calculate the number of
migrants per generation towards each population (Nm).
Toads.—We used the estimated number of migrants
per generation (Nm) calculated in Stevens et al. (2006b).
Those estimates were calculated with MIGRATE 0.7 (Beerli
and Felsenstein 1999, 2001) from genetic samples from
each of the four populations (28–43 individuals per site,
genotyped at six microsatellite loci with 3–7 alleles per
locus).
Comparison of the estimate accuracy of the four
connectivity models
For both species, accuracy of the four connectivity
models was evaluated based on Mantel correlations
between the matrix of number of migrants per genera-

tion (Nm) and matrices of Euclidean distances, accumulated costs along the LCPs, Circuitscape resistance
distances, and the number of virtual immigrants
predicted by SMS for each combination of SMS
parameters varied. When necessary, distance matrices
were log-transformed to improve linearity for tests of
statistical association. The Mantel correlations were
calculated in SAS, v9.3 (SAS 2010) following Mantel
(1967). The code of the SAS macro is provided in
Supplement 3.
For toads, we also performed a visual comparison of
summary maps produced by the four models, as
described in Appendix E.
RESULTS
Greenbuls.—The connectivity estimates are provided
in Appendix F. Genetic migration rates ranged from 3 to
31 individuals per generation. These rates were symmetric for the two largest fragments (1.04 ratio), whereas
substantial asymmetry was found for the rates between
population-pairs FU-CH (2.02 ratio), ND-NG (2.13
ratio) and FU-ND (5.00 ratio).
The correlation of functional connectivity estimated
by SMS with the genetic estimates of connectivity
depended on the dispersal bias: correlation was poor
when dispersal bias was low (dispersal bias ¼ 1.02, r ¼
0.224), but increased sharply with increasing dispersal
bias until attaining an asymptote from dispersal bias
.1.10 (maximum r of 0.814 for dispersal bias 1.18) (Fig.
1). The correlation for LCP was even lower than that for
Euclidean distance (Euclidean distance, r ¼ 0.535; LCP,
r ¼ 0.424), whereas that for Circuitscape resistance
distance was slightly better than that for Euclidean
distance (Circuitscape resistance distance, r ¼ 0.567).
Correlations for SMS exceeded those for LCP cost,
Euclidean distance, and Circuitscape resistance distance
for dispersal bias values higher than 1.04 for the former
and 1.06 for the latter two methods. At the optimum
value of dispersal bias, SMS exceeded Euclidean
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FIG. 2. Mantel correlations obtained by
comparing the estimated number of migrants
per generation of natterjack toads with connectivity estimates based on Euclidean distance, the
least-cost path (LCP), Circuitscape resistance
distance, and the stochastic movement simulator
(SMS). Correlations were obtained for cost
surfaces based on relative habitat preference,
gridded at a spatial resolution of 3 m. For SMS,
correlations were obtained for different values of
the directional persistence (DP) parameter and
assuming a perceptual range of 30 m.

distance by Dr ¼ 0.278, LCP by Dr ¼ 0.390, and
Circuitscape resistance distance by Dr ¼ 0.247.
Toads.—The connectivity estimates are provided in
Appendix G. SMS estimates were highly sensitive to the
value of the directional persistence parameter and
correlated best with genetic migration rates at an
intermediate value (directional persistence ¼ 10.0,
maximum r ¼ 0.823) at which correlations exceeded
those obtained for estimates of Euclidean distance, LCP
cost, and Circuitscape resistance distance (Dr ¼ 0.216, Dr
¼ 0.186, and Dr ¼ 0.163, respectively; Fig. 2). Removal of
the effect of conspeciﬁc attraction on the movements of
toadlets resulted in poor performance by SMS, worse
than that of the other three methods (Fig. 3).
The correlation of functional connectivity estimated
by SMS with genetic estimates was robust to the spatial
resolution at which the cost landscape was represented
(Fig. 4). Increasing cell size resulted in the SMS
correlation peaking at lower values of directional
persistence, but this did not change the general pattern
of SMS outperforming the other connectivity models
(maximum Dr obtained for different resolutions ranged
between 0.181–0.242, 0.150–0.209, and 0.126–0.187
compared to Euclidean distance, LCP, and Circuitscape
resistance distance, respectively). Compared to SMS,
performance of LCP cost and Circuitscape resistance

distance remained relatively constant across the range of
resolutions tested (Fig. 4). Variation in perceptual range
did not strongly alter SMS estimates, and performance
remained well above Euclidean distance, LCP cost, and
Circuitscape resistance distance across the range of
perceptual range values examined (Appendix H).
The visual comparison of summary maps produced by
the four models showed that Circuitscape and SMS
produce a more diffuse picture of connectivity between
sites than straight-line Euclidean paths and LCPs. And
contrary to Circuitscape, SMS predicts very poor
connectivity between the NE sites and the SW sites.
See Appendix E for maps and for a more detailed
description and interpretation of those results.
DISCUSSION
Connectivity is a rapidly growing research ﬁeld of
major importance for a range of ecological management
decisions, including the design of ecological networks
(e.g., Baguette et al. 2013), the control of invasive species
(Glen et al. 2013), and prioritizing areas for restoration
or protection from development (e.g., Donald and
Evans 2006). Most frequently used methods for
estimating connectivity rely either on Euclidean distance
between patches of habitat, on estimates of LCP costs
between those patches or on estimates of resistance

FIG. 3. Mantel correlations between the
estimated number of migrants per generation of
natterjack toads and predictions of the stochastic
movement simulator (SMS) assuming a perceptual range of 30 m and using a spatial resolution
of 3 m for the cost surface. Correlations reﬂect
performance of SMS either assuming (diamonds)
or not assuming (triangles) that dispersing
toadlets are attracted to breeding sites by
auditory conspeciﬁc attraction. For comparison,
correlations based on Euclidean distance, leastcost path, and Circuitscape resistance distance
estimates are also shown.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the Mantel correlation of the estimated number of migrants per generation of natterjack toads between
sites with predictions of the stochastic movement simulator (SMS) (diamonds) assuming a perceptual range of 30 m and using cost
landscapes gridded at four spatial resolutions: (a) 6 m, (b) 10 m, (c) 15 m, (d) 30 m (compare with Fig. 2 for correlations at 3-m
resolution). For comparison, correlations based on Euclidean distance, least-cost path (LCP), and Circuitscape resistance distance
estimates are also shown (values for LCP at a 6-m spatial resolution: 0.637; 10 m: 0.639; 15 m: 0.640; 30 m: 0.645; values for
Circuitscape resistance distance at a 6-m spatial resolution: 0.661; 10-m: 0.662; 15-m: 0.664; 30-m: 0.659).

between patches based on circuit theory. Here, we have
illustrated that SMS can, by simple individual-based
simulation of movement, provide a substantially better
model of connectivity than either Euclidean, LCP, or
circuit theory-based estimates. The rapid increase in
availability of direct and indirect estimates of movement
and dispersal behaviors (Tesson and Edelaar 2013) will
facilitate the application of relatively simple stochastic
movement models (such as SMS) in the future.
Moreover, the integration of this approach with other
developing methods in the ﬁeld of connectivity research
such as graph theory (McRae et al. 2008, Urban et al.
2009), can yield rapid progress towards more robust
indices and more effective recommendations for management.
Limitations of least-cost path estimates of connectivity
There is a general recognition that estimates of
connectivity that do not account for landscape characteristics between patches are likely to fail to represent
well the relative connectivity between pairs of patches

(Kindlmann and Burel 2008). This has resulted in an
increase in the number of studies making use of LCP
estimates or extensions thereof. LCP-based methods
typically provide a marginally improved model of interpatch movements (e.g., Coulon et al. 2004, Stevens et al.
2006b). However, as a model of inter-patch dispersal
movements, LCP implicitly assumes that (1) individuals
have complete knowledge of the landscape; (2) when
they depart their natal patch, they know their desired
destination; and (3) there is one optimal path, and the
individuals use it (Palmer et al. 2011). One of the
consequences of these assumptions is that LCP estimates
of connectivity between two locations are symmetrical
(i.e., patch-pairs share a single LCP) and that they are
generally highly correlated with geographic distance
(i.e., deviations from straight-line connections also come
at a cost). Our results gained using SMS, a model
developed speciﬁcally to relax these assumptions while
retaining the landscape representation of LCP, emphasize the degree to which these embedded assumptions
can limit the capacity of LCP-based approaches to
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predict inter-patch movements at scales relevant for
animal dispersal (i.e., the landscape).
Circuit-based estimates provide limited improvements
As a consequence of the growing awareness of LCP’s
strong limitations, circuit-based estimates have been
increasingly used in the past few years. Their main
advantage over the LCP approach is their ability to
account for the presence of multiple possible pathways
among locations. Several studies have compared results
from LCPs and circuit-based estimates, leading to
contrasting results. It was suggested that circuit-based
estimates perform better than LCPs, except in cases
where populations are narrowly distributed along linear
bands of suitable habitat (Schwartz et al. 2009, Moore et
al. 2011). In our study circuit-based estimates performed
better, although the improvement was relatively low.
Circuit-based estimates do not integrate any behaviorally realistic movement rules, which may limit the
accuracy with which they can model connectivity. This
is conﬁrmed by the fact that SMS best estimates
substantially outperformed Circuitscape resistance distances. This result is a strong indication that the
integration of realistic movement rules through individual-based models (IBMs) constitutes a necessary increase in complexity for obtaining more accurate
connectivity estimates.
‘‘Simple’’ individual-based models: potential and caveats
A potential constraint on the use of individual-based
simulations of dispersal in connectivity research is the
increased demands it makes in terms of data for
parameterization (i.e., more parameters need to be set;
e.g., Kool et al. [2013]). While complex simulations of
individual behaviors are possible to parameterize for a
small number of species for which large quantities of
high-resolution data are available (e.g., Revilla et al.
2004), for individual-based models to be more widely
applied they should ideally provide beneﬁts over existing
methods but impose limited additional data demands.
SMS meets these requirements: it relaxes the unrealistic
assumptions of LCP at the cost of only two additional
necessary parameters (directional persistence and perceptual range) (one or two extra parameters, however,
may have to be added to account for important
biological characteristics of the species considered, as
we discuss next).
Obviously, this simplicity limits the ability to simulate
species-speciﬁc movement behavior explicitly, but our
modeling of Greenbuls and toads demonstrates that
even simple simulations can deliver substantially improved estimates of landscape connectivity. Importantly, the information needed on the landscape is exactly
the same as is required for LCPs and circuit-based
estimates, i.e., cost values. For the case studies presented
here, these landscape cost values were deduced from
experimental releases or analyses of relative preference
of the landscape elements making up the study area
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(Stevens et al. 2006b, Aben et al. 2012), and the cost
surfaces used may therefore be regarded as reliable
representations of the landscape (Zeller et al. 2012).
Nevertheless, for both species we needed to add one
additional piece of ecological knowledge for the model
to perform well; this addition was the bias of movement
away from the natal patch for Greenbuls (the dispersal
bias parameter), and detectability of breeding sites
beyond the speciﬁed perceptual range of toadlets in the
breeding season. Accordingly, our expectation is that
SMS will typically require some additional effort and
dialogue between modelers and ﬁeld ecologists with
some biological knowledge of the species (or species
group) in order for it to perform better than existing
methods. This necessary integration between empirical
studies and modeling is not unique to the SMS modeling
approach and has been emphasized in other areas of
research such as functional biodiversity (Jeltsch et al.
2013). The fact that SMS provides a worse ﬁt than LCP
and Circuitscape resistance distance in absence of these
speciﬁc modiﬁcations, or when the directional persistence is too high or too low in the case of toads, provides
a useful and general cautionary message for estimates of
connectivity; we would not have identiﬁed this without
testing our results against the genetic data. Given the
relative ease with which genetic data can now be
obtained, we believe that an iterative process of
simulation, comparison with genetic data, and addition
of extra simulated behavior, where necessary, ought
comparatively easily to provide improved models for
predicting the relative frequency of different inter-patch
movements compared to those we currently use.
Ultimately, the process may be made more efﬁcient
through the use of formal inverse modeling techniques
such as approximate Bayesian computation (Beaumont
2010), whereby the parameters such as directional
persistence and perceptual range are estimated by ﬁtting
to the observed genetic data or to individual movements
recorded by telemetry (e.g., GPS devices). Moreover, as
more data are obtained from more taxa, and IBMs (e.g.,
SMS) are more and more used, the priors for their
parameters will be progressively reﬁned. This form of
inverse modeling is one of the possible ways patterns can
be used in the pattern-oriented modeling (POM)
strategy (Grimm et al. 2005). The principle of the
POM strategy in ecology is to use the large amounts of
data contained in ecological patterns (such as time-series
patterns or spatial patterns of presence/absence in
patches), for example to optimize model structure
through the inclusion in the model of the observed
patterns that seem necessary to characterize the system,
and of the variables and processes that are needed so
that these patterns can emerge. Patterns can also be used
to test and contrast theories, through the comparison of
predicted and observed patterns for the different
theories tested. Finally, patterns can help reduce
parameter uncertainties, through inverse modeling,
where calibration parameters are estimated by ﬁnding
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values that best reproduce observed patterns (Grimm et
al. 2005). For example, Nabe-Nielsen et al. (2013) used a
POM strategy to evaluate their model of harbor
porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) foraging: they ﬁrst
parameterized a model of ﬁne-scale movements and
then tested whether the model was able to reproduce the
large-scale movement patterns observed in nature. The
POM strategy was advocated as having the potential to
improve models substantially in applied ecology and
conservation (Wiegand et al. 2003, Grimm et al. 2005).
Insights about connectivity in Greenbul and natterjack
toad populations
The necessity to include species-speciﬁc reﬁnements to
the model is actually informative of the biology of the
modeled system. In the case of the Greenbul, the addition
of the dispersal bias parameter in SMS allowed us to vary
the degree of directionality of Greenbul movements
relative to their natal patch. Inter-patch movements and
spatial gene ﬂow can be a by-product of routine
movements (e.g., to ﬁnd food, shelter, etc.) or dispersal
behavior per se (Van Dyck and Baguette 2005, Hovestadt
et al. 2011). We anticipated that in the case of the
Greenbul, which only very rarely ventures into the
landscape matrix (Spanhove 2012), gene ﬂow would be
primarily driven by genuine dispersal movements. As
Baguette and Van Dyck (2007) and Delgado et al.
(2009b) showed, movements of dispersing individuals are
generally more linear compared to routine movements. In
our study we systematically increased the strength of
dispersal bias from very weak (assumed to be more
characteristic of routine movements) to relatively strong
(assumed to be more characteristic of dispersal behavior).
Our results clearly showed that predictions generated
along that gradient differed substantially and that actual
migration rates of this forest specialist bird species were
far better explained when we assumed its movements to
reﬂect dispersal behavior. It would be very interesting to
see whether an optimum ﬁt between estimates of gene
ﬂow and model predictions occurs at a weaker dispersal
bias for forest generalist bird species which are more
likely to use the matrix during daily routine movements.
In the case of the toad, the necessary implementation
of an auditory attraction emphasizes the role of
motivation in movement patterns and connectivity in
general: depending on the speciﬁc aim of a movement, an
individual may be more or less motivated to perform that
move, and as a result use more direct itineraries, even
though they go through areas of a priori higher resistance
(with, for example, a higher danger level or with fewer
resources [Bélisle 2005]). There has been very little
empirical research on that area, but, for example,
migrating female moose (Alces alces) move more quickly
if they have calves, most likely to ensure arriving at safer
areas and increase their calf survival (Singh and Ericsson
2014). Our results conﬁrm that the presence, as informed
by auditory cues, of potential breeding partners, increases
landscape connectivity for the natterjack toad. It must be
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noted that the optimal value inferred for the directional
persistence parameter cannot be interpreted biologically.
Indeed, this value is intrinsically linked with the grain size
used to represent the landscape: the smaller the grain size,
the less likely individuals are to arrive into a patch if they
have a low DP (because they will get lost in the matrix).
This explains why the optimal DP decreases with
increasing grain size (Fig. 4).
Increased but reasonable computational demands
A potential drawback of model complexity is the
increased computational demands that are sometimes
associated with it. In the toad case study, it is true that
the computational times increased with model complexity. To get connectivity estimates for the two cost
surfaces at a 3-m resolution on an Intel i5 Toshiba
laptop, it took 5 minutes with LCPs, 70 minutes with
Circuitscape, and 18 hours for SMS (testing nine levels
of the DP parameter; see Methods: Euclidean distance,
LCP, and Circuitscape estimates). However, the time to
get SMS estimates was still not prohibitively long. As a
result, we believe the balance between the accuracy of
connectivity estimates and computation time is strongly
in favor of SMS.
Complementarity of SMS with graph- and circuitbased approaches
The improved estimates of the connectivity between
different pairs of habitat patches that SMS provides can
be integrated within other landscape connectivity
methods, including those based on graph theory. These
methods require estimates for the strength of links
between all pairs of habitat patches on the landscape,
and SMS essentially provides an alternative method of
calculating the strength of these linkages between a
network’s nodes. One can even imagine integrating SMS
results with circuit-based estimates, replacing the ‘‘cost’’
raster with a raster inversely proportional to the number
of SMS-simulated moves in each cell. Thus, these
methods are strongly complementary; SMS (or any
other simple movement simulator) provides a means for
incorporating the increasing knowledge and information
available on dispersal behaviors, while the graph- and
circuit-based approaches provide a means for scaling
this up to deliver landscape-scale connectivity statistics.
It is important that future work recognizes the strong
complementarity of these approaches, and seeks to
integrate the strengths of each (Cushman et al. 2013,
Kool et al. 2013). One important initial task will be to
establish how the landscape statistics provided by
graph- and/or circuit theory-based approaches differ
depending upon the methods used to provide the internode distances; it will be important to learn for which
types of species and for which types of landscapes the
difference is substantial, as this will help determine when
there will be substantial beneﬁt of investing resources in
obtaining the dispersal information required for estimating SMS parameters.
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Perspectives
Our study showed on two systems that SMS
predictions can provide a substantially better model of
connectivity than either Euclidean, LCP, or circuit
theory-based estimates. One limitation of our study is
the rather low number of populations in our systems,
and its associated risk of overﬁtting. It will hence be
important to validate our results with independent data
on the same species. But also, despite the fact that those
two case studies are based on two very different species
(a bird and an amphibian), it would be interesting to test
the generality of this result by pursuing this comparison
and running further tests on more species. It would also
be valuable to test the relative performance of SMS in
the other type of frequently encountered situation, i.e.,
when no empirical estimates of cost surfaces are
available but a range of alternative cost surfaces are
tested (e.g., Wang et al. 2009).
Connectivity modeling is also of crucial importance to
predict population spatial dynamics. A further crucial
step will be to run spatial population models and
compare the outcomes (in terms of, for example,
persistence, rate of range expansion, genetic structure)
obtained depending upon the model of dispersal
assumed (e.g., Euclidean distance, LCP, Circuitscape
resistance distance, SMS). Such spatial population
models already exist, and SMS could easily be integrated
into them (e.g., HexSim; Schumaker 2010). One of those
models, RangeShifter, already implements SMS (Bocedi
et al. 2014). Further, such simulations can be utilized to
determine which of the range of potential metrics
provided by methods such as graph and circuit theory
are most related to those population-level outcomes on
which, as conservation biologists, we typically focus.
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